Mount St. Mary Academy, founded by the Sisters of St. Mary of Namur, is a Catholic, private, college preparatory school for young women. Within a nurturing and academically challenging environment, the Academy strives to develop the whole person. Guided by our Catholic tradition, and rooted in Gospel values, we educate young women dedicated to lifelong learning, moral integrity and service to and acceptance of others.

Continuing the Tradition

As the Night of the Dragon Chrysalis Auction draws near, Mount St. Mary’s has been inspired to honor our dynasties.

What is a dynasty exactly? A dynasty is a group of MSM alumnae with family connections – both close (mothers and daughters) and distant (cousins and in-laws). Like the ruling families of China, our dynasties are families of strength, character and tradition. Some dynasties may be as small as three or four members while others are huge! But in true Mount character, we honor and value all of our families.

There is no event that spotlights our dynasties quite as well as Junior Ring Ceremony. On December 8, the Class of 2011 received their rings at the Feast of the Immaculate Conception Mass. While older alumnae may have received their rings without much pomp and circumstance, more recent graduates will remember their ring ceremony as one of the most significant events of their high school years.

For a student who is part of an MSM dynasty, the ring presentation is particularly significant. Family members are invited to the stage to present the ring, tied to a single long-stem red rose, to the next generation of their dynasty.

Here are a few of our MSM dynasties at our recent Junior Ring Ceremony:

Madison Butler (2011) received her ring from her mother, Karen Jordan Butler (1983) and her aunt, Kim Jordan (1986).

Michaela Kowalick (2011) received her ring from her aunts, Amy Vorburger Sanderson (1979) and Ann Vorburger (1985), pictured her with Principal Dawn Riggie.


Laura Brick (2011) received her ring from (front row, left to right) her grandmother Geraldine Tuyrn Brick (1959), mother Mary Anne Kaminska Brick (1979), great aunt Rosemary Tuyrn Schultz (1973), (back row, left to right) great aunt Julie Tuyrn Worthan (1976), aunt Donna Lask Kaminska (1970), and cousin Robin Kaminska Donlon (1995). Laura’s family dynasty also includes great aunt Barbara Tuyrn (1958) (deceased), great aunt Alicia Tuyrn (1968), and aunt Jennifer Mang Kaminska (1982).

Enter our Dynasty Survey!
Whether your MSM family is large or small, we want to hear about you! Go to the Mount’s webpage (http://www.mt-st-marys.org/) to tell us about your dynasty.

Remember the Chrysalis Auction is March 20, 2010! Reserve your tickets now by contacting Bonnie May at (716) 877-1358 ext. 306 or bmay@mt-st-marys.org.
Dear Sister Alumnae,

In the summer following my 6th grade year, my father took me for a short car ride up Delaware Avenue to a dark, imposing castle. I had no idea where we were or why we were there. He rang the bell at the huge glass doors and the Fortress admitted and seated us in a small reception room.

Sr. Thomas Aquinas met us to interview me and show us around. This was to be my new school – that was the shock of a lifetime to my 12-year-old self! I had spent seven happy years in the public school system in Tonawanda and had no idea what was in store for me.

I can't say it was love at first sight (actually I was scared stiff – what kind of a place has teachers with clickers!?) or a totally smooth transition (who ever heard of diagramming sentences or cared how neat my penmanship was – Sr. Mary Ambrose, that's who!) but I can tell you, I grew to adore being at 3756 Delaware Avenue.

The most comforting factor of my transition was that I was joining my cousin Marilyn in the 7th grade class at Mount St. Mary Academy's Grade School. As it turns out, I was privileged to share two years of grammar school and four years of high school with her. Our Aunt Sally and Marilyn's mother, my Aunt Peggy, were Mounties, as were my cousins, Nancy and Ann.

During my high school years, I met a young girl from my area, Rosemary Riggie, who became one of my best friends. Rosemary and I practically lived at MSM during our high school years. We came to school early – very, very early – and stationed ourselves in the Biology Lab. Our breakfast fare shared the refrigerator shelf with the Agar cultures – thank you, Sr. Mary Celestine! We cooked our eggs and toasted our toast over the Bunsen burners as we listened to the sisters sing their morning office. We stayed late – very, very late – and were involved in everything we could be involved in. I, who had four brothers and no sisters, fell in love with the all-girl environment. Imagine a school for young women, by women, all focused on women – nirvana!

In the years Rosemary and I spent together, I met her brother Joe, who later became my husband. Joe attended the Junior and Senior Prom as my escort. In those days we had a mandatory punch party in the Sisters’ dining room so the Sisters could inspect our dresses and our dates. Joe has since earned the record for the most proms and dances attended by a male, including the proms of two of our daughters – Sarah and Maggie, who are also Mounties.

Back in the 1960s, I never would have imagined that I would return to MSM as a member of the faculty – Dean of Students, Religion Teacher, Computer Teacher and eventually Principal. How lucky I am that the place I adored as a young girl could become my home again. I shared my time here with my daughters, Sarah and Maggie, and my niece, Rebecca. I have had the very great pleasure of presenting them all with their school rings.

Aunts, cousins, sister-in-law, daughters, niece – fabulous women all. How fortunate I am to have shared this heritage with them. I now have three granddaughters. I hold fast to the dream of their attending MSM and look forward with great anticipation to presenting them their school rings. The Dynasty grows…

May God bless you.

Dawn M. Riggie (1971)

Today's student still receives the same Mount St. Mary's ring that students did back in the 1930s and 1940s. Though the gold ring is now available in a smaller size, the emblem on an onyx backing is still exactly the same. The emblem depicts the letters MSM and the symbols of St. Mary, a crown symbolizing Mary, Queen of Heaven, a lily representing Mary's purity and the star of Bethlehem.

For some, affording a new MSM ring is not possible. If you have an MSM ring that you wish to donate to one of our girls, please contact Alexandra Kogler Fussell (1996) at (716) 877-1358 ext. 414 or afussell@mt-st-marys.org.
Choosing to Excel

Returning alumnas often comment that despite the many changes, the Mount is still very much the same. Yet one thing that is definitely not the same is the degree of choice available to today's students.

An incoming freshman's schedule may be similar to the course load of years past – Biology, Math, Global, English, Gym, Health, Religion, and Foreign Language. By sophomore year, MSM students start to choose their academic path, by selecting a number of electives to round out their studies.

Not the case in years gone by! In the 1940s, a core curriculum was set for the first two years, including Latin – a requirement then, but a foreign language option now. Students took Religion, General Science, Algebra, History, Civics, Chorus and English, which included a regular session of Elocution during which the girls recited poems and practiced public speaking.

Mary Almeter (1948) remembers that it wasn't until Junior and Senior year that students had a choice of one or two electives. As a senior, she and her friends chose to take Latin III, a course usually taken by Juniors.

“Latin class followed gym, and in those days we had to wear stockings,” Mary recalls. “We used to try to get away with keeping our stockings rolled down beneath our socks, but Sr. Mary Peter Mulvihill caught us. She would say, ‘Here come the lofty seniors who think they don't have to follow the rules!’”

By the 1960s, there was one major choice that MSM students needed to make – did they wish to pursue a business or domestic track?

Patricia Weisbeck Collard (1963) always knew she wanted to be a nurse, so she concentrated on fulfilling the science and math requirements for nursing school. She used her few electives to pursue the business track which would prepare her for a college career. Business classes included Introduction to Business, Typewriting and Business Law.

“My senior year I was allowed to take a homemaking class,” Pat says. “I took all semester to make one dress!”

The Mount began offering more electives in the 1970’s as career opportunities expanded for women. These electives weren't just fun and games.

“Education became broader,” says Sr. Carol Ann Kleindinst (1967), Assistant Principal for Academics. “We had to educate to broaden young women’s view of the world. We had to help them identify career paths beyond the traditional Liberal Arts fields.”

Today's Mount students have a wealth of options, a growing trend in most high schools that helps students advance upon reaching college. Students can choose electives from every academic discipline, many of which carry college credit.

Courses for today’s Mounties include Journalism, Accounting, and Bioinformatics, which prepare students for specific careers while also supplying life skills valuable to any young woman entering the professional world. Fine arts electives such as instrumental band, dance and visual arts nurture creativity and well-roundedness.

Unlike students of the 1960s, today's student is counseled in elective choices. Each year, students meet with one of MSM's two Guidance Counselors, receive a course catalog and select their courses online.

“High school students today are looking for a broad choice of electives to experience a range of academic disciplines,” says Assistant Principal for Institutional Advancement, Julie Rosenecker Wojick (1985). “Prospective students are excited about the amount of options available to them, everything from Film Studies to Forensic Science.”

Graduates of the 1960s could choose to study Homemaking.
Pictured are members of the Class of 1962: Nancy Schultz Kasbaum, Kathleen Dehlinger, Margaret Vogt, Sandra Bach Shepherd, Barbara Metzger Pohlemus, Susan Soldwisch Lindner, Sharon Baier, and Karen Matus Stalker.
**Around the School**

It’s been many years since the Mount has performed a spring drama, but Lindsey Lauren Visser (2010) and Maria Fahs (2010) have decided to bring back the tradition. The two have adapted Shakespeare’s “A Midsummer Night’s Dream” to the modern day and will produce and direct their version -- “A Midsemester Night's Dream” -- in mid-April.

On February 2, National Honor Society inducted 36 juniors who have exhibited strength in character, service, leadership and scholarship. Inductees included:

- Emily Bork, sister of Laura Catherine Bork (2007)
- Laura Brick, daughter of Mary Anne Kaminska Brick (1979) and granddaughter of Geraldine Tuyn Brick (1959)
- Petrina D’Angelo, daughter of Tristan Nagel D’Angelo (1985)
- Claire Dirrigl, sister of Maggie Dirrigl (2008)
- Emily Glasgow, granddaughter of Suzanne Marzolf Glasgow (1958)
- Ashley Gluszek, cousin of Debra Hall Stonish (1971)
- Jessica Harms, daughter of Darlynn Ruiz Harms (1982) and granddaughter of Linda Felthousen Gottle (1965)
- Margaret Herdzik, sister of Katherine Herdzik (2006)
- Jessica Hinaman, granddaughter of Rosemary Perry Hinaman (1954)
- Michaela Kowalick, granddaughter of Suzanne Roth Vorburger (1949)
- Susan Kratzer, sister of Lisa Kratzer (2007)
- Megan Lawrence, daughter of Peg O’Brien Simons (1978)
- Joan McDonough, sister of Katherine McDonough (2008)
- Rosemarie Paternostro, daughter of Suzanne Maiorana Paternostro (1980) and sister of Cristina Paternostro (2007)
- Danielle Stewart, granddaughter of Mary Raymond Stewart (1948)

The first week of February marked a cause for celebration. With mid-term exams over, MSM students turned their thoughts to School Spirit week, a Student Council-sponsored series of events to display Mountie pride. Students enjoyed costume days with themes of Twin Day, Pajama Day and Superhero Day. Highlights of the week included a Carnival, Pep Rally, Dodge Ball Tournament, Lip Synch Contest and Winter Semi-Formal, which capped off the week on Friday night.

**News from the Alumnae**

Mount St. Mary is pleased to introduce our new Alumnae Board. The board consists of 17 members from classes throughout the recent decades of the Mount’s history. Alumnae Board members are asked to be ambassadors to their communities and help support the Mount’s mission and fundraising efforts.

The 2010-11 Alumnae Board Members are:


As the first action of the Alumnae Board, members recognized the need for greater scholarship dollars to support incoming freshmen. Starting in the 2010-11 school year, the Alumnae Board will now award two 4-year $1000 scholarships to recipients with relatives who have attended the Mount. Additionally, the school sponsors a $250 credit to daughters and granddaughters of alumnae.

If you would like to contribute to the Alumnae Scholarship fund, please contact Bonnie May, Coordinator of Development, at (716) 877-1358 or bmay@mt-st-marys.org.
In Memoriam

Please pray for the following members of alumnae families who have died.


Kathleen Daun Melling (1939), December 2009.

Marilyn Terese McCormack Miller (1945), June 7, 2009, sister of the late Joan McCormack James (1944), Eileen McCormack Washburn (1950) and the late Patricia McCormack Greiner (1957).


Carl A Puehn, Jr., December 29, 2009, formerly Fr. Carl Puehn a spiritual advisor to Mount St. Mary’s during the 1960’s and friend to the SSMN community.

Catherine J. Priest, December 23, 2009, grandmother of Patricia Murphy Wittmeyer (1977), Kathleen Murphy Collier (1981) and Susan Murphy McNess (1982) and great-grandmother of Michelle Lynn Collier (2007) and Lisa Marie Collier (2010). Catherine was 102 years old and was a long-time neighbor of the Mount.


Lucille Zang, mother of Mary Ellen Zang Hoffman ’60, Kathleen Zang Hardie ’70, former physical education teacher at MSM, and grandmother of Suzanne Hoffman Sullivan ’86.

Alumni Notes

1970’s

Mary Elizabeth Clum Harris (1972) writes, “Don and I have been married 33 years. Our children and their spouses have given us five beautiful grandchildren. We live on the outskirts of Atlanta, worship and serve The Father in a small non-denominational church, active in ministry and working with Energy Medicine.”

Margaret Saleh (1977) received her J.D. this past spring, and passed the California Bar Exam in July.

1980’s

Karen Harvey (1986) announces she has one beautiful granddaughter and another one on the way!

Maria Forzisi (1986) says, “I am a Teacher in sunny Italy. I have been working at an international school for the past five years. I still consider Buffalo, NY my home. I have been married for five years, and we enjoy our lives traveling all over Europe.”

1990’s

Kara Verdi Englert (1992) and her husband Chris are proud parents of their third child, Owen Christopher, born in January, 2010. Owen joins big brother Ryan (6) and big sister Lily (4).

Danielle Nixon Fleckenstein (1994) and her husband Jim joyfully welcomed their first child, Abel Henry Fleckenstein, on July 15, 2009. He is the grandson of Beverly Seibert Nixon (1953), and nephew of Amber Nixon Hartman (1993) and Jenna Horwitz (2010).

Karolyn Lozinski McDonald (1994) is the mother of two boys, Caileen Thomas, born January 4, 2007 and Gavin Joshua, born February 9, 2009. She is currently attending school to get her RN while staying home with her children.

2000’s

Lucy Shields Laughlin (2002) and her husband Danny welcomed their second child, Liam Andrew, to the world on September 23, 2009. He joins big brother, Danny Jr. (2).

Katie Raybould (2002) will soon be leaving the Buffalo area and relocating with her company to Columbia SC on February 22, 2010. Katie says, “I’m moving up the ladder folks!! I miss everyone at MSM!!”

Katherine Brobeil (2004) graduated in 2008 from Canisius College with a BA in Art History and Minors in Studio Art and Classics. Currently, she is working towards a Masters Degree in Art History and certificate in Museum Studies.

Jaclyn Shaw (2004) is a second year medical student in the UC Berkeley/UC San Francisco Joint Medical Program. She will be graduating with both an M.D. and M.S. in 2013. Additionally, and most importantly this year, Jaclyn says she getting married to the best person she has ever met, Matthew Zaragoza, who is a PhD candidate in the Haas School of Business at Berkeley. They currently live in Berkeley, CA, but will be married in Buffalo in July.

Eve Solomon (2005) says, “I will be getting married on May 15, 2010 to Corporal Michael John Neisen of Tonawanda, NY and I’m SO excited! Thanks to Facebook, I’ve been able to reconnect with other Mounties who are also tying the knot. Five years later, and I can still count on them for advice!”
If your class year ends in -0 or -5, you must be celebrating a reunion. Reunion plans are underway and you will be receiving additional information shortly. To make sure that you receive your invitation, please update us with your contact information (especially your email address!) You can update contact information, by emailing afussell@mt-st-marys.org or by visiting our website, www.mt-st-marys.org.

**The Class of 1960** will be celebrating its 50th anniversary on September 18. The reunion will include Mass in the Chapel, with additional plans coming soon… Save the date!

**The Class of 1965** will be celebrating its 45th anniversary on July 17. The reunion will begin with Mass in the Chapel and continue at the school with a Wine and Cheese. Further details will be available shortly.

---

**Florida Mounties**

Mount St. Mary’s Academy is coming to Florida! On Thursday, April 22, you’re invited to a Barbeque and Dinner in Kissimmee, Florida. The Mount St. Mary’s Marching Band, which will be leading the Disney Parade on April 19th, will perform at the Radisson Resort Orlando Celebration in Kissimmee. Join us for a band concert, chicken barbeque and a chance to catch-up! Stay tuned for further details…

---

**MSM Sports Hall of Fame Inductions**

The MSM Sports Hall of Fame endeavors to recognize those athletes, coaches and athletic benefactors who have achieved the highest honor in their sports, and presented themselves as exemplary representatives of Mount St. Mary Academy through sportsmanship, leadership and talent.

- **Nominations are accepted in writing throughout the year and may be submitted to Alexandra Fussell, Mount St. Mary Academy, 3756 Delaware Ave., Kenmore, NY 14217.** You are invited to submit your nominations for candidates who meet the following criteria:
  
  - First Team Monsignor Martin League selection for soccer, volleyball, basketball, softball or lacrosse and/or
  - League MVP for track, badminton, cross-country, golf, bowling, etc.,or individual NY state representative for swimming and/or
  - Player who is selected to the All-Western New York Team of their particular sport and/or
  - Consideration if nominee is a multiple sport athlete who has achieved two League honors.

**Notes:** Advocates are required to make a presentation of their nominations to the Selection Committee. This presentation should be no more than five minutes. If a nominee does not meet all of the criteria, the advocate can speak to prior sports awards and involvements. For example, if the nominee is not a graduate of MSM but has made a significant contribution to the athletic program at the school, the advocate can speak to this accomplishment.
Do You Facebook? We Do!

The Mount has started a Facebook page. Not only is Facebook a great way to keep in touch with our most recent classes, but we’re delighted to have been able to reconnect with some alumnae with whom we had lost contact. We use our Facebook page as a way to encourage involvement and reminisce. Friends stop by our wall to share memories of their days at the Mount, see new pictures or hear the news around school. Friend request us and join the fun.

http://www.facebook.com/home.php?#!/MountStMaryAcademy

Alumnae of the Year Nominations

We’re looking for your nomination for the Alumna of the Year. Nominations should be submitted no later than May 1, 2010. The chosen alumna will be honored during the Baccalaureate Mass on May 23.

In your nomination, please consider the following: How has this graduate established and lived by her own standard of personal excellence based on her Christian faith? How has she engaged in learning and personal growth as life-long pursuits? How has she been sensitive to the needs of family, the civic community, American society or the global community and has used her gifts to serve those needs?

Please send your nominations, including a brief write-up how your candidate meets the criteria outlined above, to: Alexandra Fussell, Mount St. Mary Academy, 3756 Delaware Ave. Kenmore, NY 14217 or afussell@mt-st-marys.org.

Musical Notes

Fresh off the success of their recent performance with Bobby Militello at the Buffalo Jazz Review, the Mount St. Mary’s Concert Band will host their annual Sweets and Treats Concert. This year’s event, entitled “A Night of Sweets and Song” will be held on Saturday, March 27 at the school’s auditorium. The program will include show tunes and upbeat music to cheer us through the end of the winter blues, performed by the MSM Concert Band, Jazz Ensemble and the Niagara Frontier Concert Band. The event will also include a raffle to help fund the band’s trip to Disney World, where they will be marching in the Disney Parade.

To reserve tickets, please call (716) 877-1358.

World famous musician Bobby Militello performs with the Mount St. Mary’s Jazz Ensemble at the Buffalo Jazz Review on February 6, 2010.

Upcoming Events

For more information or tickets, please contact the Mount at 716-877-1358.

Chrysalis Auction
March 20

Baccalaureate Mass
May 23

Betsy Murphy Golf Outing
June 5
We would like to take this opportunity to extend our sincere thanks to all of those who have made a donation to Mount St. Mary Academy. Gifts made to our annual fund help bridge the gap between tuition income and expenses, thus ensuring Mount St. Mary Academy will continue to thrive in its mission to educate young women.

Every effort has been made to ensure this listing reflects gifts made to the Annual Fund between January 1, 2009 and December 31, 2009. Should you have any questions regarding this list or wish to make a philanthropic gift, please contact Julie Rosenecker Wojick (1985), Assistant Principal for Institutional Advancement, at (716) 877-1358 ext. 415 or jwojick@mt-st-marys.org.

Class of 1935
Collete Zimmerman Dufort

Class of 1938
Laura Kucharski

Class of 1940
Mary Cain Downey

Class of 1941
Virginia Bauer Starkweather

Class of 1942
Anne Flynn Bauer

Bernice Bacon Townsend

Class of 1944
Mary Ann Missert Mahaney

Class of 1945
Marguerite Flynn Bauer

Shirley Kreish Christy

Mary Penny Koessler

Patricia Kennedy Larkin

Class of 1947
Mary Coleman

Nancy Brosoway Allaire Donohue

Mary Ann Smiley Gilligan

Barbara Neupert Kelso

Catherine Augustine Laski

Janet Burdick Rasmussen

Class of 1948
Mary Almeter

Jean Donahue Juergens

Joan Heimiller Nalbach

Helen Barrett Pawenski

Mary Fraser Stern

Bernice Bacon Townsend

Class of 1949
Margarette Flynn Bauer

Shirley Kreish Christy

Mary Penny Koessler

Patricia Kennedy Larkin

Class of 1950
Dolly Gay Dewey

Joan Snyder Flach

Rosemary Genster Heimbach

Patricia Gannon Osborn

Peggy Palm Pritchard

Mary Foley Schulz

Jean Wagner

Class of 1951
Lois Burdick Young

Virginia Gimmer MacKay

Lois Cummins McCormick

Carolyn Nanni

Camille Averyano Passarella

Beverly Britton Sammon

Louise Obencihan Schumock

Class of 1952
Audrey Klein Ceplinski

Carole Britton Harrigan

Janice Gimmer Donlon

Elizabeth Espersen

Patricia Sully Hopple

Donna Juender

Evelyn Cappellini McDonald

Barbara Deinhart Ronca

Dorothy Shepherd

Carol Wagner

Class of 1953
Mary Hennesberger Antoniw

Jane Jasinski Beapueld

Janet Roarke Bouley

Mary Theresa Furtari Colson

Patricia Mack Crimen

Theresa Cristina

Dale Lewis D’Alessio

Dolores Damon Drobot

Marlyn Tabet Fetus

Catherine Diebold Flanagan

Barbara O’Keefe Fornes

Carole Bird Huff

Marcia Kietz Illig

Sheila McKnight Karre

Constance Rexford Lewis

Suzanne Thomas Mead

Patricia Moss Meers

Adella Vulk Muncey

Mary Weigand Mungner

Joan Murzynski

Elizabeth McAuliffe Pellegrino

Rosemary Fries Rivers

Mary SanGeorge

Marlene Wieta Schmit

Donna Carney Spicer

Mary Ann Sheffield Stelley

Marcella Forde Uhlman

Ann Weingartner

Maureen Lawler Wiederman

Class of 1954
Kathleen Dolan Clements

Carol Condon Dubel

Suzanne Marnold Glasgow

Margaret Malinowski

Barbara Bajorek McCarthy

McNally

Maureen Raymond Miller

Marjorie Bird Moreh

Rosemary Knapp Murray

Gertrude Diebold Zaygofski

Class of 1955
Harriet Hanson Attea

Dolores Bolicki Bracik

Margaret Sheedy Burns

Judith Murphy Collins

Barbara Weiler Johnson

Helen McKernan Mitchell

Elaine Panty

Cecelia Whelan

Joan Foley Whitman

Class of 1956
Gloria Winiowski Carrwright

Janet Mollnow Lannen

Class of 1959 Reunion Gift

Mary Ann Mundy

Margaret Rohs Ogi

Carol Fontane Pajon

Judith Laskowski Paszter

Yvonne Boute Poulin

Jean MacKay Reilly

Joan Pech Rusin

Christine Genewick Stravino

Marci Zawadowski Toy

Helene Wolf Watt

Mary Lou Both Whalen

Joan Marciano Winkler

Class of 1959
Geraldine Tuyin Brick

Anne Feldman Cameron

Kathleen Dearing

Elizabeth Rilling Erdman

Kathryn Schneider Felice

Sally Sheridan Grady

Susan Grobe

Mary Ann Kudla Hargrave

Maureen Mulholland Heimerl

Carol Deinhart Jauch

Sharon Kreger Jehro

Jacqueline Czaja Krone

Mary Landel Londo

Patricia Fries LoVallo

Carol Carpenter Luczak

April Mahon

Mary Ann Mundy

Dolores Doyle Kennedy

Mary McLaughlin McHugh

June Stewart McLaughlin

Mary Agnes Dray Risins

Patricia Ryan-Duidek

Barbara Malinowski Smith

Alice Reichard Thomas

Sandra Evet Thompson

Jeanette Gerber Vaughan

Class of 1960
Nancy Gondek Beiersdorfer

Sharon Vathy Bookmiller

Therese Arnott D’Angelo

Joann LaCavera Folts

Marie Siconolfi Golombek

Joan Kantor Holesko

Catherine Huusvar

Janice Antoni Karknave

Mary Keller

Sandra Horwood McKenna

Joanne Shoemaker O’Brien

Carolyn Ostrowsky

Claire Brachmann Perez

Sue Ann Fitzgerald Phillip

Barbara Metzger Polhemus

Rosemary Zacaj Roskam

Elizabeth Sloan

Sandra Armstrong Thomson

Sharon Kurna Tobey

Class of 1963
Patricia Weisbeck Collard
Class of 1964
Linda Young Beard
Kathleen Mulhallen Cavali
er
Sharon Calendo Drewitt
Hedy Gay Jesela Fredricks
Mary Ellen Haley
Christine Monin Kaminski
Mary Strobel Lenegan
Linda Pertun O’Connell
Juliet Haubrich Overbeck
Joy Joller Sarkisian
Christine Robinson Smolen
Carol Locke Tufo
Sharon Schultz Warner
Patricia Wrobel
Sue Schaab Zich

Class of 1965
Karen Adamski
Sharon Schultz Darisse
Judylee Matecki Loos
Pamela Roesch Martsolf
Kathleen Beiler Miller
Mary Lynn Murrett
Sharon Kirsch Parker
Kathleen Murray Stamm
Paula Kubala Wheeler

Class of 1966
Marlene Callari Benjamin
Margaret Kanaley Borsaksy
Cynthia Rebadow Borszewicz
Barbara Sizemore Brossard
Sandra Matzner Cichocki
Nancy DeTine
Anne Sullivan Fisher
Mary Ann Pokracki Jumper
Theresa Barrile Long
Cathy Shelton

Class of 1967
Rosemary Watkins Allinger
Kathleen Callahan
Linda Dobmeier
Virginia Kinmartin Gannon
Christina Ryan Judge
Carol Ann Kleinindst
Sharon Allaire Klug
Diane Manuza
Marilyn Hill Pohlman
Louise Kolpinski Renkas
Anna Marie Jones Rice
Kathleen Riley
Gail Stevens Slawinski

Class of 1968
Susan Schaaf Collins
Mary Edda Meyer Day
Marcia Nichols Kester
Theresa Mag McClure
Eileen McNeil Murphy
Patricia Dasher Myatt
Alicia Tyyn
Wendy Schott Zvijac

Class of 1969
Linda McCarthy Becker
Linda Benfanti
Michele Burr
Margaret Lieg Gulliton
Kathleen Hachei DelNisco
Elizabeth Doyle Godlove
Christine Pastor Hartwick
Linda Nitro Heusler
Demaree Doyle Poole
Charlene Pietrzak Saeva
Marie Joller Shane
Barbara Miller Stone
Nancy Brindley Tanner
Diane Bosse Volgenau
Cheryl Blum Young

Class of 1970
Eileen O’Reilly Abendschein
Nancy Cosgray Abramo
Betsy Hamp Bir
Georgia Buscaglia-Oweczarz
Christine Mitrowski Bylewski
Nancy Ivancic Calving
Noreen Harrington Crane
Florence Lott Dora
Maureen Kane
Mary Kay Vilko Koenen
Mamie Cimino Leyland
Elizabeth Maier
Deborah Prior Majchrzak
Barbara Jellinick Mayer
Lee Ann Buono Nigent
Patricia Johnston Steffan

Class of 1971
Sara Jane Caja
Beth DeTine
Susan Mercurio Dickerson
Mary Jo Hacherl Farley
Marcia Gruber
Debra Hall-Stossh
Carol Sacco Janisewski
Jane Mago
Sue Murray Metzen
Dawn Hurley Riggie
Jacqueline Wilson Sommer
Kathleen Conlin Stanchil
Lisa Tepas
Mary Anne Styka Wyloc

Class of 1972
Susan Schott Bayley
Colleen Corcoran Camp
Donna Frauenhoffer
Patricia Bauer Geltz
Maureen Lynch Leland
Patricia Lyden
Connie Clifford Parry
Patricia Pike
Jana Stanford-Sidler
Cynthia Mercurio Trojanowsky

Class of 1973
Jeanne Kelso Bates
Carole Bascaggia
Ellen Keengale Cortellucci
Joy Denzak
Mary Pauly deWald
Mary Scanlon Gianfagna
Elizabeth Connolly Harris
Kathleen Snyder Koban
Mary Ann Morarity
Laura Barry Perillo
Barbara Cailh Rumschik
Rosemary Tyyn Schultz
Kathleen Puglia Smith
Patricia Watkins

Class of 1974
Class of 1974 Reunion Gift
Doreen Miller Albee
Ellen Maurer Balon
Elizabeth Paroski Barlog
Eileen Metz Daetsh
Deborah Rindfuss Ellis
Liza Schilling Fuller
Dianne Melrose Hardy
Susan Straka Ingard
Dana Beiter Jager
Melinda Janik
Rosemary Berros Lunghino
Karen Laible Malik
Anne Jakiel McBride
Kathleen Hirsch Shaw
Elizabeth O’Connor Slaminsko

Class of 1975
Kate Baer-Gagola
Carole DeTine
Barbara Milazzo Farrell
Suzzanne Christy Hartl
Mary McMahon Jakiel
Joanne Baethold Kean
Roberta Grassia Lucca
Karen Mueller Madden
Cathleen Brunner Maggi
Charyleem Martin
Anne Marie Patterson
Elizabeth Reiser
Catherine Steffan Ward
Margaret Wells

Class of 1976
Anne Sweeney Arena
Angela Modica Baty
Lee Ann Brodzik
Cynthia Dolata Goodrich
Carol Hause Fischer
Maureen Curry Kennedy
Lauren Pringle Mats
Mary O’Brien Merigold
Mary Grace O’Brien
Margaret Crawford Serth
Anne Conway Sullivan

Class of 1977
Elizabeth Leous Bressette
Marybeth Brown
Susan Kirsch Clark
Patricia Cobett Dick
Kathleen McMahon Foresman
Maureen Connolly Hoyer

Class of 1978
Maureen Farrell Miller
Marilyn Missert Wade
Kathleen Rizzo Young

Class of 1979
Class of 1979 Reunion Gift
Mary Elaine Padula Birkman
Mary Anne Kaminska Brick
Margaret O’Brien Brown
Kathleen Brown
Mary Borzuch Bukowski
Mary Feehey Burich
Mary Ellen Burke
Michele Mistretta Chetham
Susan Birmingham Coffel
Colleen Sweeney Emminger
Julianne Hussey Engl
Mary Reiser Fiorella
Patricia Fontneau
Margaret Griffith Frye
Maureen Gray Gannon
Janine Golda Hillard
Mary Saltarelli Knoerl
Jean Hufnagel Kovach
Julie Lahr
Nancy Connolly Polino
Margaret Pyrak
Mary Lou Rindfuss
Annette Bona Rudes
Amy Vorburger Sanderson
Patricia Godios Scott
Mary Hatskins Shaw
Carolyn Lesus Singh
Jane Reiser Valint
Donna Wittman Ward

Class of 1980
Amy Snyder Doldo
Ann Lahr
Genevieve Farmer Lyon
Kathleen Mayer Reiser
Mary O’Malley Taylor
Laura Schlaht Zimheld

Class of 1981
Kim Hoelscher Curtin
Marie Bauer Evans
Kathy Hoelscher Gileco
Sheila Duggan Lyons
Kathleen Godzich McDonnell
Mary Conway Reiser
Javorie Maloney Plaister
Guardian Angel and Scholarship Fund

Memorials and Tributes

In Memory of Kathleen Duane Melling (1939)
Patricia Melling Hanbury (1975)

In Memory of Martha
Mary O’Toole Murrett (1939)
Mary Lynn Murrett (1965)

In Memory of Mary Ellen
McCadden May (1942)
Bonnie May

In Memory of Margaret
Bacon-Asheby (1942)
Bernice Bacon Townsend (1942)

In Memory of Carol Britton (1945)
Kathleen Crangle Kelly (1965)

In Memory of Ann Dentinger
Holland (1945)
Shirley Kreish Christy (1945)

In Memory of Helen McCadden
Best (1947)
Bonnie May

In Memory of Phyllis Janieson (1947)
Janet Buxtack Rasmussen (1947)

In Memory of Mary Ellen
Diebold Gatiuk (1952)
Mary Theresa Furfari Colson (1954)
Marcella Forde Uhlman (1954)

In Memory of Rosale Barone
Kwonizki (1954)
Dale Lewis D’Alessio (1954)

In Memory of Rosemary Castle
Hollander (1955)
Gail Thomson Zorn (1955)
Patricia Burns McClain (1960)
Sue Schimpf McHugh (1970)

In Memory of Michelle Sullivan (1995)
Anita Giandomenico (1995)


In Memory of Father Brady
Pinam (1972)
Nancy Cosgriff Abramo (1970)
Susan Schott Bayley (1972)

In Memory of Elizabeth Larkin
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Dana Beiter Jager (1974)
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In Memory of Colleen Calin
Kathleen Conlin Stancliffe (1971)
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Carmining
Elizabeth Sloan (1962)

In Memory of Sister Mary Jane Sr.
and Joseph Husivar
Catherine Husivar (1962)

In Memory of Sister helicopter
Mangin
Mary Ann Sheffield Stelley (1954)

In Memory of Sister Mary Helen
Dolores Guarino Barbera (1949)
Barbara Milazzo Farrell (1975)

In Memory of Sister Mary C. Milazzo
Barbara Milazzo Farrell (1975)

In Memory of Sister Callanan
Szasz and Jeannette Mitrowski
Christine Mitrowski Byleski (1970)

In Honor of Anne Wojick
Kathleen Crangle Kelly (1965)

In Memory of Rosemary Costello
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Malinowski (1958)
Anna Hearn
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Help support Mount St. Mary Academy!

Mount St. Mary Academy means something different to each alumna. Maybe you think of the Mount as a home away from home. Maybe you remember some of the best days of your young life spent within these halls. Or perhaps you credit the Mount with introducing you to a love of literature, history or science. Make your experience at the Mount possible for the next generation. Now is the time to give something back!

To make a donation, please call (716) 877-1358 or fill out the following form and mail it to Mount St. Mary Academy, Development Department, 3756 Delaware Ave., Kenmore, NY, 14217.

This gift is from:
Name: _______________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________
City: _________________________________ State: ______ Zip:________________
Phone: (____) _____-_______ Email: ______________________________________

I/We enclosed a gift of:
[ ] $1000+   [ ] $100-199     [ ] $500-999     [ ] $25-99    [ ] $200-499   [ ] Other
[ ] I wish my gift to remain anonymous    [ ] Enclosed is my check

Please make checks payable to: Mount St. Mary Academy

Mount St. Mary Academy is registered with the New York State Office of Charities as a 501(c)(3), not-for-profit organization. All contributions are tax deductible to the extent allowable by law.

Mount St. Mary Academy thanks you. Your thoughtful support will strengthen academic programs and facilities for the students at our school.